
1.  Review - winter crops have been a success apart from Sprouts. 
White fly was quite bad and it's harder to keep an eye on them under 
enviromesh.  Could try them under nets this year? Or a combination 
of both and do a trial. Need to spray earlier as well. PSB was good 
as were the salads and rhubarb.

2.  Potato experiment - with manure that's left let's cover the 
Rocket and Charlotte.  Accent have also been planted. With main 
crop, Cara, we will plant deeper over the next few weeks.  

3.  Asparagus - replacements for plants that we lost have arrived 
and will be planted on Saturday.  

4.  Water butts - do they need cleaning? Probably depends on how 
they are filled and how much the water has been used. Let's try gold 
fish!

5.  Garden tools - what do we need to buy? Do we still need the two 
extra wheel barrows? It was agreed we did need them and dump the 
worst two.  Bob to buy them.  Good quality better than cheap and 
ones that don't last 5 minutes e.g. Wolf and Bulldog. Look over the 
next few days and work out what is needed. Ashley to check budget.

6.  Jeremy is moving away from the area so an apprentice composter 
is needed.  One or two mornings a week is needed. Rota required to 
keep it going.  

7.  Manure storage area needed.  Possibly behind the wall and access 
it via Dean Place.  It would probably be 6 loads a year.  

8.  Artichokes - Ray is growing some and will replant.

9.  Mint - agreed to grow some in the poly tunnels next winter.

10.  Sheds - use of them needs organising when we have the potting 
shed complete.  Could keep the one next to the kitchen but move the 
shed down to where the kitchen is.  

11.  John on hols 26 April - 8 May.  Cucumbers are sown in the 3rd 
week April and we will just keep the greenhouse watered.

12.  Polytunnel maintenance - newest one has flaps on the doors over 
the mesh, these need to be able to be closed. Bob to sort out some 
Velcro so that they can be opened and closed.

13.  Frames - mesh needs swapping over on two frames as it needs to 
be finer to stop flea beetle. Also the base of the large frame has 
rotten. Jeremy has some ply that we can use and some concrete slabs.

14.  Watering poly tunnels - current watering is modules in the 
evening, include the greenhouse.  John to check with Robin, John and 
Michael.   Evening people put vulnerable plants in the potting shed 
if forecast is for frost.



15.  Water - must water the new trees and possibly the rhubarb

16.  Need some pallets to put the wormery on

17.  Wednesday evenings - to start mid May

18.  Bonfire strategy?  Small ones little and often that move to 
around the garden?  Agreed that on the terrace where the knotweed 
was is the best place.  Spare kitchen units should be taken down the 
dump and not burnt.


